V-R200
An all-in-one POS terminal
that combines a sophisticated
body design with a full range
of capabilities.
Color Variations
•

Black

•

White

Features
A Suite of Store Management Support Applications
VR200 works with applications for the effective use and management of sales and customer
data. These applications provide powerful support for the centralized management and analysis
of information.
*Applications are not preinstalled. Sold separately.

A High-Performance Cash Register with an Enhanced Sales
Management Application for hospitality market
It works with sales management application that supports efficient operations in hospitality
market such as restaurant, café and bar etc.

♦ Graphic table layout
♦ Set Menu management
♦ Multiple separate check
♦ Sales report sent out by email
♦ Void reason
♦ Charge account
♦ Enhanced Mix and Match
♦ Happy hour in Bar with Restaurant
♦ Various Sales report

Customer Management :
Customer Profile Lock in repeat customers!
♦ Customer information
♦ Purchase analysis
♦ Rewards management

*Screen shots are simulated.
*Application screens may be

updated.

Reservation Management :
Easy Reservation Confirmation of future sales at a glance!
♦ Reservation management
♦ Order management
♦ Reservation support

*Screen shots are simulated.
*Application screens may be

updated.

E-mail Remote Operation :
E-mail Controller Check the sales results even when away from the
business!
♦ Reservation flash report
♦ Customer flash report

Sales flash report

Reservation flash report

Customer flash report
*Screen shots are simulated.
*Application screens may be

updated.

Easy-to-operate 10.4-inch LCD
The highly legible, easy-to-use touch panel supports efficient customer check-out.

Intuitive Large-Screen Touch Panel LCD

The main display is a 10.4-inch large-screen touch panel LCD. A highly sensitive touch panel
supports high-speed operation. The display delivers quick response time for fast check-outs so
customers aren’t kept waiting even during peak sales periods.

IP53-compliant environmental durability (Display area only)

The terminal has an IP53 rating for water resistance and dust resistance*. The touch panel screen
can be operated even with wet hands and is suitable for use at restaurants and other businesses
where water is used.
*Protected

from water spray less than 60 degrees from vertical.

A Suite of Applications to Increase Shop Management Efficiency
Advantages of Adopting the Android™ OS
An easy-to-understand user interface supports centralized management of sales, customer, and
reservation data. Android flexibly meets wide-ranging management needs by supporting the
development of original software applications.

Blends in harmoniously with sophisticated interiors
A highly refined, stylish design that embodies advancement.

A sophisticated, elegant design

A stylish shape featuring simple straight lines and use of an attractive glossy material for the
front panel frame and printer cover result in a tasteful design that harmonizes with shop interiors.

All-in-one product design for superb functionality

The terminal is compact and is equipped with a high-speed printer and pop-up customer subdisplay with adjustable background color. The result is a space-saving, fully integrated design
that provides excellent functionality.

Speciﬁcations that offer a variety of installation options

The terminal has a small footprint, measuring only 395 mm wide, 237 mm deep, and 229 mm
high. Since the terminal and cash drawer can be installed in separate locations, the system can be
adapted easily to changes in shop layout.

Loaded with advanced specifications
CPU, memory capacity, printer speed, and ease of operation that take functionality to a new
level.

Advanced speciﬁcations and operability
The terminal offers greatly improved speciﬁcations compared to the previous CASIO model*,
such as a 1.5 GHz high-speed dual-core processor and 1 GB of memory. Switch speciﬁcations
have also been modiﬁed for more comfortable operation.
*V-R100

Power-saving design contributes to low-cost operation
Limiting power consumption during operation to approximately 18 watts and standby power to
approximately 12 watts provides greater power saving than ordinary PC POS systems,
contributing to running cost reduction.

User-friendly, high-speed printer

The auto-cutter eliminates the
time and effort of tearing off
receipts by hand.

Simply drop in the paper roll and lower the platen arm.

The terminal is equipped with a quiet, high-speed thermal printer that accepts 58 mm and 80 mm
paper rolls. Drop-in paper loading facilitates paper roll change so customers aren’t made to wait
even when the shop is crowded.

Connection with External Systems for Greater Operating Efficiency

The terminal is equipped with a wired LAN terminal and RS-232C terminal to increase the
operating efficiency through linkage with a variety of systems, such as order entry systems that
realize efficient purchase ordering. The terminal also has a memory card slot for storage of sales
data on SD memory cards.

Excellent system stability, including rapid fault recovery, and
support for worry-free, user-friendly operation

Unlike PC-based POS systems that run software on PC operating systems, the starts up quickly
when switched on. Since the terminal has no hard disk, even if there is a sudden disruption in
power supply, data is saved and reflected when the system is restarted. The system is highly
robust and capable of rapid recovery even if it goes in a power outage.

